WE SUCK,
WE BITE &
WE LOVE IT!

GEORGIA’S

UNDEAD TRAIL LOCATIONS

UNDEAD

COVINGTON

TRAIL

The heart of The CW’s “The Vampire Diaries,” Covington’s beautiful
downtown square serves as the fictional town of Mystic Falls, Virginia.
Fans can find a variety of filming favorites including The Mystic Grill, On
Location Gifts and the famous Courthouse Clocktower, which happens to
be one of Damon’s favorite places to hang out. When you are not looking
for vampires, Covington has many wonderful restaurants, boutiques and a
beautiful square park. www.gocovington.com

OF ZOMBIES AND VAMPIRES

CONYERS

Olde Town Conyers, known to moonlight as New Orleans’s French Quarter,
is the filming home to The CW’s “The Originals” (a spinoff of The CW’s “The
Vampire Diaries”). This historic district lends itself to many scenes such
as The Jardin Gris VooDoo Shop, Gillespie’s Pub, The Witches Cauldron,
and many outdoor café scenes. In between staking out vampires, there are
many choices for fans to grab a quick “bite”! www.conyersga.com/visitors/
attractions/filming-in-conyers
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Senoia

ATLANTA

Television and film industries are bustling in Atlanta and there’s no time like
the present to visit ATLwood. Whether it’s “The Walking Dead,” “The Blind
Side,” “Anchorman 2” or one of the many other movies filmed in Atlanta,
Atlanta can offer you a variety of iconic photo locations, guided movie
tours and more! www.atlanta.net

Woodbury
MERIWETHER

SENOIA

“The Perfect Setting. For Life.” Senoia’s charming downtown district has
served as the backdrop for AMC’s “The Walking Dead” for the past five
years. Follow in the footsteps of the cast and crew by exploring Senoia’s
downtown - better known to Walkers as the town of Woodbury, where fans
were introduced to the Governor, in Season 3. Show buffs may also glimpse
the Gin Property, which has served as Alexandria since Season 4 and is still
surrounded by the 15-foot metal wall featured prominently in the hit series!

A 93-mile journey through urban landscapes and
trendy downtowns, Georgia’s Undead Trail invites
Walker and Vampire Stalker fans to immerse
themselves in their favorite TV series depicting
zombies and vampires. Through a variety of film
locations, attractions and restaurants, fans can get
up close and personal to the filming locations that
transformed Georgia towns into the facades for
the communities of Alexandria, Mystic Falls and
New Orleans. No survival gear needed!
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Come check out the REAL Woodbury, a mostly zombie free zone. No
promises though on the eerie streets or cemeteries! While you’re visiting,
be sure to do the Zombie Geoquest and find all of the body parts and
weapons on the loose. Or shop the treasure filled antique stores and visit
the REAL Woodbury City Park on Main. And last, but not least, stop by
Smitty’s Restaurant and take a “bite” out of the delicious Zombie Burger or
Zombie Dog. Be sure to grab a selfie at the REAL Woodbury welcome sign
before you leave town! www.meriwethertourism.com
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Mystic Falls Tours

Step foot into Mystic Falls, Virginia & New
Orleans, Louisiana as Mystic Falls Tours
brings The CW’s “The Vampire Diaries” and
“The Originals” to life. Founded in Covington
in 2010 and since expanded to Conyers,
Mystic Falls Tours has provided fans of both
shows with award winning guided tours to
the series major filming locations as well as
behind the scenes stories.
www.mysticfallstours.com
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On Location
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Waking Dead Cafe

From Vampire Stalker t-shirts to Damon
Salvatore cut outs to vials of vervain,
fans of “The Vampire Diaries” and “The
Originals” will be delighted by the wide
selection of show inventory from both
TV series fandoms. Don’t miss the signed
autograph wall including cast and crew
signatures from both series!
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The Woodbury Shoppe

The official “Walking Dead” store featuring
thousands of AMC licensed products
including the most complete assortment of
“The Walking Dead” t-shirts and all things
“The Walking Dead”. Don’t miss the museum
downstairs featuring actual props from the
show! www.thewoodburyshoppe.net

Known for its delicious dishes, the Mystic
Grill serves as a façade for “The Vampire
Diaries” filming in the charming atmosphere
of downtown Covington. While you may
not get to lock eyes or drink bourbon with
Damon Salvatore, Vampire Diaries’ fans
may enjoy an extensive drinks menu at an
exact replica of the TV series’ bar. Be sure
not to miss out of the rooftop seating which
overlooks the town square where filming
often occurs! www.themysticgrill.com

The Waking Dead Cafe is the perfect
location to jumpstart your morning
with a cup of Starbucks coffee certain
to “Wake the Dead” in you! After all,
proper fans need to be alert to watch
for zombies. Check out their exclusive
licensed “The Walking Dead” products!
www.wakingdeadcafe.com
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Mystic Grill

Atlanta Movie Tours

From the hospital where it all began to
Terminus, Atlanta Movie Tours’ Big Zombie
1 tour takes you through urban Atlanta to
rediscover where your favorite characters
from “The Walking Dead” came to life… or
back to life. Learn firsthand about what
it takes to be a walker on the show from
an Insider who has performed on the set.
Additional Big Zombie tours covering all
seasons and visiting Senoia, Haralson,
Hampton, Griffin and more are available!
www.atlantamovietours.com

The Celtic Tavern
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The Celtic Tavern, located in the heart
of Olde Town Conyers, serves as the
home of Gillespie’s Pub featured on The
CW’s “The Originals”. Reminisce over the
numerous scenes that have been filmed
at the Irish Pub establishment while
grabbing a quick “bite” or enjoying some
nightly entertainment with a full bar
selection. www.celtictavernconyers.com
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Woodbury Zombie
Geocache

Visit the REAL Woodbury where
fans can hunt down zombie body
parts and weapons on the loose in
the Zombie Geoquest!

Nic and Norman’s

Enjoy a menu of gourmet burgers,
steaks and seafood at Greg Nicotero
and Norman Reedus’ new restaurant,
Nic and Norman’s, in Senoia. Check
out the 1930’s speak-easy atmosphere
as well as the original artwork inside
from both Norman and Greg! Walker
fans may look forward to spotting
both Greg and Norman from time
to time behind the bar while in town
shooting for “The Walking Dead”.
www.nicandnormans.com

Georgia Tour Company

Home to the area’s top-rated walking
tours and adventure tour of the region
– The Touring Dead, Senoia on the
Big Screen and The Touring Dead II Survive the Ride. Georgia Tour Company
features sites from “The Walking Dead”,
“Fried Green Tomatoes”, “Pet Sematary
Two”, “Drop Dead Diva” and more! “The
Walking Dead” fans can join The Touring
Dead tours to walk from Woodbury to
Alexandria and experience a full-day
live-action adventure with heroes
and villains from Senoia to the “Real
Woodbury,” visiting exclusive filming
locations featuring cosplayers in action.
www.georgiatourcompany.com

